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MANAGING RETURNABLE PALLETS IN THE CONSUMER PACKAGiED
GOODS SUPPLY CHAIN:ANANALYSIS OF'THE ITALIAN INDUSTF'J

Claudia Colicchia] , Alessandro Creazza2, Fabrizio Dallari3, L|arlo Noja

Abstracı 
- 

Relurnable wooden pallets represeı,ıl ihe mosi widespread lertiary uııit load adopted iıı lhe

Consumer Packageıl Goods (CPG) iııdustry for handliııg and shippiııg producis along the supply chrıiıı Pallet

mmdgemenl represents (1 sigllificanı part ofthe iotal loğslics speııding of grocery relail companies ana'pallet
man(lgement cosıs are bonıe by all lhe parlies involyed in the physical distribulion process- These dcys, aıı
ever-growing pressure on ser,,ice leyel, coııcuıı,ently with a reduction of lhe price of goods and seı'vices dı-iye

companies in seekiııg higher eficiency in logistics ond operatioııs management and pallet managemall cost iS

iııcreasingly becoming a releı,aııt driver for achieving lhis objective. The presenl paper aims at analyziııg lhe

process for manağng pallets along the whole CPG supply chain, in order lo deriye a cost model for assessiııg

the oyerall uı,ıit cost related lo pallet managemeııt in the CPG supply chain.

Keyıords Consumer Packaged Goods, Physicdl Dislı,ibulioıı, Supply Chain Manqgement, Unit Lo(ıdj

INTRODUCTION

Unit loads (tILs) represent a key factor in physical distribution pIocesses! being integıation elements

between consignors and consignees and facilitating handling, storage and shipping [26l. Therefole, t()rtiary

ULs (which consolidate boxes, trays, crates of packaged goods, i.e. primary and secondary [,rls) make

receiving, storage and shipping activities easier. Tertiary unit loads are consolidated by means of pallets, roll
cages, dollies, slip sheets, etc., aıd most of üem can be considered as retumable devices, being designed to be

used in more than one single delivery. In this paper we decided to focus on palletized unit loads, being the

most widespread tertiary unit load for shipping goods, with particular respect to the Consumel Pacl<aged

Goods (CPG) industry [4]-[8]-[l6]. This industry is characterized by a complex supply chain, where al least

six players are involved: manufacturers, retailers, logistics service providers (3PLr, the caniers operatiııg for

the 3PLs (which in ltaly are typically sole proprietorship companies), the cooperative workfor:e in
warehouses for the handling activities and, finally, the retail stores. It is thus cleal that the management ı)f the

physical and information flows, along with the exchange process for goods between the players of the sııpply
chain, turns to be a critical issue that needs to be addıessed. The exchange of goods happens along wiıh the

shipment of pallets, that can be managed according to different strategİes. As to the sectol concerned, the main

strategies are represented by pallet pooling aıd pallet exchange, being the Iatter the most widespread sl'stem

for managing pallets in the Italian CPG industry (more than 80% of the oveıall shipped pallets, according to

Efficient Consumer Response - ECR ltaly) and for this reason being the actual focus of the present \Vork.
pallet maıagement represents a significant part ofthe total logistics spending of grocery retail companies [26]
and pallet management costs are bome by all the parties involved in the physical distribution process [24].
Then, it is \^,orthy to consider that these days an ever-growing pressure on service level Il1], concurrently

with a reduction of the price of goods and services Il]-[12] drive companies in seeking higher efficien:y in

logistics management. Given this background, a stlategic approach to managing pallets is increas ngly

becoming a ıe|evant driver for achieving higher efficiency and consequently there needs to develop speıcific

managerial tools aimed at assisting logisticians in better understanding the cost implications of manzging

pallets along the supply chain. For doing this, and for achieving a close assessment ofthe costs ofmanzging
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pallets, we relied on a sound costing technique, such as the activity-based costing (ABC), which, as it will be
fi.ırther explained, is largely deemed to represent a useful tool for logistics opefations coSting.

THf, ORETICAL BACKGROUND

A pallet can be defined as "a horizontal rigid platform characterized by a minimum height compatible
with the handling activities performed by means of trans-pallet or forklift trucks or other suitable mateıial
handling equipment, used as a device foı collecting, stacking, stoling haıdling aıd trarısporting goods and
loads" (EN ISO 445:200l Norm). A wide raıge of diffcrent pallet types have been introduced in the maıket
over the years, characterized by various sizes and materials. However, the need for a common size aıd
material pallet pushed some industries towaıds the adoption of standardized unit loads. For instance, in üe
CPG industry, both retailers and manufacfurers agreed on the use of a staıdardized pallet (i.e. Eur-Epal pallet,
promoted by the European PalIet Association).

Various pallet management strategies can be adopted by the players operating in a specific industry. As to
the sector concemed (CPG), two main stlategies are adopted: pallet pooling and pallet exchange. The pallet
exchange system, promoted by ECR and based in Italy only on Eur-Epal standard pallets, implies that üe
retailer is required to refum to the product manufacturer the same amount of certified quality pallets at üe
time of delivery (immediate exchange). However, it often occurs that the exchange of pallets canıot be
performed concı,ırrently with the delivery of goods, due to some criticalities which may delay the physical
exchange of Eur-Epal pallets. For instance, the retailer may not have enough unloaded pallets in stock to be
retuİned to the product manufactuİer. In other cases, the carriers may refuse to load empty pallets on their
trucks since they have to perForm other deliveries oı, finally, because of disagreements on the quality
standards of the retumed empty pallels. All these elements create the so cal]ed "delayed exchange", where a
"pallet vouchcr" is issucd by tbe retailer to the product manufacturer, implying a debt of empty pallets to be
settled in üe future (i.e. following deliveries). The debt can be settled by means of a subsequent retum of
empty pallets or by means of a payment. In the pallet pooling, the consignor (i.e. a product manufacfurer)
rents an amount ofpallets from a pooling company, which supplies the required number of emp§ pallets to be
loaded wiü goods and üen shipped to one or more consignees (i.e. retailers). The consignor pays a fee for the
number of rented pallets plus additional charges based on how long the pallet is in use and on the average
distance between shipping and delivery points. The pooling company organizes and performs the collection of
its retumable assets (i.e. rental pallets), to be successively ıented to other consignoıs.

The costs of managing pallets in the CPG industry

The costs of managing pallets have been considered from diffeıent viewpoints in the scientific literatue.
Pallets have aloused interest in the scientific community in particulaİ with regard to the costs related to their
dimensional standardization. The widespread adoption of standaıd size pallets can generate significant savings
in the physical distribution process [23]. Although over the years starıdard size pallets have gradually become
common, differences between üe standards adopted by diveıse countries can be still found, making
intemational tıade mole expensive, especially with inter-continental exchanges. With respect to the costs of
exchanging pallets, when different sizes arıd standard pallets are used, it is necessary to ıe-palletize goods in
the most suitable way before shipping them to a specific destination. Reference [23] proposes a model to
assess the impact of re-palletization on the logistics management total cost, highlighting an increase (l$ per
carton) where a re-palletization fıom one standard to another is required. Oüer perspectives address the
estimation ofpallets manufacturing cost. The most extensive work has been proposed by [20] who described
the Pallet Costing System @CS). The authors developed a model to assess the overall ırııit cost for producing
wooden pallets. With regards to contributions aiming at calculating the total cost of pallet management,
liteIature proves to be fairly poor, even if the relevance of determining this total cost has been acknowledged
[3]. In this field, research is still in the early stages of investigation. The few present literature contributions
are mainly concentrated on the impact of pallet purchasing, handling and distribution costs, ratheı than on
overall management costs [27], especially when the exchange system is concemed. A paper by [13] is more
specifically focused on the calculation of the overall pallet maıagement cost. The article addresses the cost of
managing pallets, providing some elements to support the choice between pooling or excharıge systems.
Reference [24] present a study on two altemative pallet maıagement systems: pooling pallets and disposable
pallets. The authors demonstrate üat in a typical US CPG supply chain the average cost of pooling pallets is
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higher than the cost of disposable ones. However, pallet maüüagement costs from the manufacturer's p(lint of
view may be lower as far as the pooling system is concerned, depending on the number ofpallet deliveriı:s and
collection cycles. Though, the paper proposed by [24] does not include any analysis on pallet exctıange,
which, so far, is a theme poorly investigated in the scientific literature: only a seminal paper presented b,1 [17]
studies the Pallet Exchange Progıam (PEP) in the US, with an attempt to determine the savings deriving from
the adoption of this system. However, the advancements of this paper are basically built on the costs arıd the
charges related to the inventory of companies' total pallets on hand, thus n,ıaking difficult an ac()urate

determination of the actual total pallet maıagement costs and savings deriving from the exchaıge System.
Even though the literature on pallets shows to be significantly pool with respect to the determination of üe
actual management cost, üe costing of the logistics activities has been treated to a wider extent by the
scientific community tlO]-tl4]-tl5] and in the literatule there aİe numeİous examples of the use cf the
activity-based costing (ABC) in the logistics field (e.g. |21]-|22]). Some of these scientific contributions can
be directly conıected to the investigation area we are addressing, such as the adoption of ABC in the fit:ld of
logistics and for determining the cost of managing retumable assets processes. In fact, ABC proves to be a
widespread method for reverse logistics cost assessment. Especially, with regard to the issues this reseaı,ch is
addressing, a model to calculate the costs related to revelse logistics management for beverage containers,
based on ABC, has been proposed by [9]. Conclusively, we can affirm that the presented literature aız,lysis
Supports thg relevance and significance of managing pallets and it allows sun,malizing how the scie],ıtific
communify has dealt so faı with the topic under study. From the analysis of the literafuıe, we found the
existing body of knowledge particularly walıting of a comprehensive examination of the pallet exchange
systeıı, along with a precise and exhaustive definition ofthe activities to be performed in a pallet manage]ıent
process, neither for a generic player of the supply chain, nor for the whole supply chain. Besides the
formalization of a generic pallet management process, the literature proved to be wanting of tool:l for
assessing the acfual cost ofthe pallet management process.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Given the lack of prior research on the considered subject, as previousIy described, aırd considering that
pallet management in supply chains is aı under-explored area, we decided to adopt a qualitative research
methodolory. In fact, this approach can be particularly appropriate during the early stages of investigation ofa
phenomenon [5]-[28]. In particular, we decided to exploit case sfudy research with in-depth interviews we
chose a ı,ırultiple-case approach, considered ren,ıarkably suitable in our research, for being abIe to provide rich
insights about a partialIy sfudied context and indeed ensuıing a higher degree of generalizabili§ than a si:ıgle
case approach t6]-tl8]-t28]. In order to ensure research reliability, an interview protocol was built aııd a
formal strucfure to the interview was conferred. To perform the case sfudies, we developed a series of se:mi-

Structured interviews, with adapted and tailoled questions to fit the main reseaıch aims. A pilot test was
performed before the interviews with a pzırıel of practitioners and experts in üe logistics field. Multipie
sources of evidence were used, besides interviews: reports, archival data, direct observations and on-field
audits [19]-[28]. The direct observations and audits included on-field measurements of the aıeas allocate,] to
maıaging pallets and of the time spent by human resources on the pallet maıagement process (assessed by
means of the Method Time Measulement, MTM [25]). With respect to company documents, we analyzed
recolds related to the shipment and receiving of palletized goods and emp§ pallets, such as the paliet
accounting sheets and all the invoices lelated to aıy activity conıected to pallet management, the tİansl)ort
accounting sheets, the reports ftom the ERP system of each company (i.e. related to the slıipment ıınd
receiving of goods), the contlacts between pıoduct manufactureıs, retailers and cariels, the material handling
qualiğ assurance aıd safety procedures. We found many difficulties in obtaining from companies cost
information propeıIy conıected to üe pallet management process and thus, in presence of a poor costing
capability by compaıies, it was evident that a sound methodolory for determining and assessing the cost of
managing pallets was necessary. The ABC methodolory guided us in the collection ofthe information rela|ed
to the resorıfces, their costs and the ıelevant drivers, while the investigation ofthe palIet management process
performed by the various players operating in the CPG supply chain in the examined case sfudies allov,ed
identifuing the activities related to the management of empty pallets, which constitute the basis of our cost
analysis based on ABC. In order to be able to compare the numerical values of the pallet management co!;ts,

all the cases were based on data as ofyear 2009.
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FIGURE, 1.

The physical flows and the relationships between the players ofthe CPG supply chain

In particular, we investigated 2l companies operating in the ]talian CPG supply chain, subdivided as

follows: 3 retailers,7 third-party logistics provideıs,6 carriers and 5 CPG manufacturers, selected because of
their struch[ed know-how related to pallet management. In this way it was possible to determine arı

exhaustive depiction ofthe phenomenon under study, thanks to the found similarities and differences.

'Simple" supply chain configuration: in this conflguration the manufacfurer ships goods directly to the
retai]ers' distribution centeıs, by means of Full Truck Loads (FTL) shipments peıformed by carriers, which
may go acloss thek network's tİansit points to deliver goods to the points of destination.
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FINDINGS

As mentioned in the introduction, the CPG supply chain is composed by numerous players and the

physical flows and relationships between them can be described as lepresented in Figuıe l. The CPG supply
chain is characterized by a high degree of complexity, since maıy different ways caı be exploited for
organizing the physical flows between the various players. This hindeıs the definition of a rınique reference
model for adequately representing any possible supply chain configuration. Foı this reason, a deep analysis of
the activities connected to the pallet ıound-trip along the CPG supply chain (from the production plant of CPG
manufacturers down to the points of sale of retailers and back) was carried out with respect to two different
supply chain configurations, which were intended to compare two polal operating contexts: depending on the
number of echelons and layers involved in üe distribution network, we analyzed a "simple" and a "complex"
configuration. The considered process includes the physical operations for selecting, controlling aıd haıdling
empty pallets incoming to the various sites, üe transportation ofpalletized unit loads to üe points of delivery,
üe administration activities related to the inbound"/outbound flows of empty pallets arıd finally the collection
ofthe exchaıged emp§ pallets by means of backhauls.
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FIGI]RE 2.

The "simple" supply chain configuratioır and the related activities

The considered activities relate pıimarily to the management of empty pallets, such as Çontrol of the

collected pallets returned from retailels (4), necessary to avoid plant downtimes and a lower qualiŞ Jevei of
circulating pallets, and the maıagement of the pallet buffer at the retailers' distribution centers (7). ()ther

activities are connected to the palletized unit loads, such as their shipment within the distribution networl,: (l).
Pallet exchange is performed after the ıeceiving of unit loads by retailers aıd it may be immediate (|}) or
delayed (8) with a specified frequency (e.g. monthly), which emerged to be the most commonly used. ln fact,

CPG ınanufactuers generally prefer to receive full loads of pallets suitable to feed the production lines, rather

than ıeceiving time after time an amount of empty pallets equal to the number of delivered unit loads- For
various reasons (e.g. if the distance berween manufacturers and ıetailers is gleat), the parties may aglee to pay

a fee instead of retuming pallets. In some cases, the manufactureı gives the canier the responsibilit1' for
colIecting pallets at the point of delivery: in this scenario, still not widespread in the ltalian CPG industry, it is
used to agree on a franchise in order to consider a percentage of non-col Iectable pallets (e.g. with a franchise
value equal to 5% the carrier will reh]In 95 pallets out l00 received and shipped pallets). The ınanufacluıel
may be in credit with both retaileıs and carriers, if the latter are ıequired to manage the collection of pallets.

We considered also activities lelated to pallet life-cycle, which involve players such as pallet manufacturers,

repairers and dealers (3). We then applied the ABC to each player to derive the cost of the activities and the

pallet management unit costs. To allow the comparison and the sum of the these costs, the analysis has lıeen

performed with reference to the outbound flow from a manufacturer with a network simple configuration (unit

cost equal to 1.15 euro/pallet), which delegates the primary tlaısportation and distribution to a carrier, whose

operating cost is equal to 0.5 euro/pallet. Considering as a retailer the best-in-class company resulting frorr [3]
(unit cost equal to 0.78 euro/pallet), we derived a total pallet management unit cost for the CPG supply chain
equal to 2.43 euro/pallet. Being based on the cost values of best-in-class companies, this figule represents the

lower bound of the pallet management cost. However, as suggested by ECR ltaly, less than 25olo of flows in
the CPG industry are organized according to the "simple" configuration.
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FIGURE 3.

1'he "compJex" supply chain configuration and the relatcd activities

The palletized unit loads shipped from the CPG manufactuıer's plant (1) are moved to thc 3PL'S
warehouse. After ıeceiving the unit loads, the 3PL exchanges empty pallets (2) with the carrieı, retrieving
them from its pallet buffer. However, most frequently the delayed exchange is performed: üe empty pallets
will be later collected by üe maıufacturer by means of dedjcated FTL backhauls. The collection of empty
pallets fıom the 3PL arıd from the retailer represents the most critical process for the manufacturer, which has

to use part of the collected pallets to feed its production lines (5). If the collected pallets are not suitable from
a quality viewpoint, the manufacturer has to buy new ones, reselling non compliaıt pallets to a pallet dealer
(6). The points of delivery may diıectly interact with the 3PL for the replenishments and such ordeıs are
processed through fulfillments performed by means of a picking executed using empty pallets retrieved from
the pallet buffer (7). From üe shipping area goods are then loaded on trucks and moved up to the points of
delivery (3). Transportation can be performed directly by 3PLs (by means of owned vehicles) or by trucking
companies. Pallet excharıge (4) is performed at the retaileıs' points of delivery, boü at distribution centers and

at points of sale. The exchange can be immediate or delayed. [n the latter case, after the urıloading of the

palletized unit loads, üe carrier is given a "pallet voucher". The ıegistration of the voucher is extremely
importaıt, since it identifies üe subject which will bear the risk of non-recovery of the outstaıding pallets. If
the vouchers are addressed to the 3PL, this will responsible to organize arıd manage the collection of empty
pallets. Conversely, the responsibility of the collection is attributed to the manufacturer (8). The main
criticali§ for retai]ers is related to the control of the received pallets. Another source of complexity is
represented by the difficul§ of conholling pallets stored at numelous points of sale across the country (9) and

to ensue the return flows to distribution centers, after recording and selecting pallets to be refumed. When a
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Compl€x supply chain configuration: in this configuration the presence of a 3PL, operating a central

warehouse and responsible for the management and transport, also by means of third-party carriers, ofthe unit
load shipped to retailers, confers a relevant degree ofcomplexity to üe pallet management plocess.

i€blb. Dknlnbn c.nd.
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new distfibution centre or wafehouse is open, retail companies often do not consider to invest in a nerv pallet
buffer for the exchange: üey perform distribution with the pallets they receive from manufacturers on]y. This
geneIates significant imbalances (10) in terms of retr,ım of pallets, and this contributes to increase the l]umber
of issued pal|et vouchefs. To solve üese problems, soııe retailers keep the inbound./outbound pallet
accounting at points of sale, allocating to them the spending for the potential buffer restore. Thel pallet
accounting between 3PLs and points of delivery is much more complex than the one performed between 3PLs
and manufactulers, due to the lelevant number arıd to the different types of points of delivery tı keep
accounted. Therefore, issues such as administration, restoring of rhe pallet buffer and the backhauls for
collecting empty pallets assume a significaıt importaııce, especially from a CPG supply chain persçective.
The total cost of pallet management in üe "complex" configuration was determined by applying in this case
as well the ABC to each player. We identified a CPG manufacfurer having a distribution netwolk rlith the
presence of an outsourced central warehouse aıd with deliveries of small shipments particulaıly conce:ıtlated
in some months of the yeaı. The selected manufactuler is characterized by a cost of 2.50 euro/pallet, tc)gether
with its 3PL (0.85 euro/pallet) aıd the carriers hired for the pfimary transpoftation (0.30 euro/pallet) and the
secondary distribution (0.80 euro/pallet). The retailer has a two-echelon distribution network (primary and
secondary distribution centers), further penalizing the resulting costs, which was determined equal tr 1.12

euro/pallet [3]. The overall supply chain pallet management cost is thus equal to 5.57 euro/pallet. IIaving
consideıed such a supply chain configuration, this figure represents the upper bound of the pallet management
cost for the CPG supply chain.

Figure 4 summarizes the outcomes ofthe research in terms ofpallet management unit costs.

slmple supplY.haln.onffEuration complexsuppIY dıaln confr guf atlon

3PLıhlrd-Party LotBr]s

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The CPG supply chain is complex aıd aıticulated and consequently we necessitated to scope our analysis
to extıeme scenarios, since it is very difficult to describe aırd compare every possible configuration of the

supply chain. Complexities arise, due to üe increase of the numbers of involved players. In the case of the
"complex" configuration (the most widespread in the ]talian CPG environment), not on]y the 3PLl; are
present, but also others players on whom the 3PLs, the manufacfurers aıd,/or the retailers rel1 for
tlansportation and handling activities. Given these considerations, it is impossible to find a unique pallet
management cost for the CPG supply chain: according to our research, we found a cost ranging from 2.43
euro/pallet to 5.57 euro/pallet. In particular, in 1he "complex" configufation, the presence of numerous
players, along with the manifold echelons composing the distribution nerwork, increase the complexity and
the number of the ıelated activities, of the material handling movements, of the control activities and they all
increase the risks of 1oss, damage and/or subtraction of empty pallets, thus making the overall pallet
management cost grow. other considerations indicate that while manufacfurers purchase new pallets for
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FIGIJRE,4.
'fhe paIlet maııagement unit costs in the "simple" and in the "complex" supply chain configuration



Iestoling the pallet buffer, often relying on pallet lepairels and dealers, and thr.§ trying to keep efficient üe
pallet exchange closed loop, 3PLs and retailers (which generally aıe not the owners of the circulating pallets)
are generally unable to ensule a pıoper pallet exchange system. Thus, they get charged for the missing pallets
or have to buy new ones to restore the losses, by means of the delayed exchange. These remedies seem to be
aimed at temporarily fixing the pitfalls of 3PLs' and retaiIers' inefficiençies rather than being finalized at

creating collaborative approaches and solutions for making really efficient üe closed loop of the pallet
exchaıge system. AS a fiırther consequence of üis operating way, the respective cost Structules ale very
different for each player in the supply chain, hardly comparable and in some cases quaıtifiable. Anotheı
remark is centered around the collection of empty pallets: backhaul costs depend not only on the position of
each player in the disbibution netwoık, but also on factors such as the capillaıity of the network itself (which,
if high, allows the optimization of the collection of empty pallets wiüin the forwaıd-shipping activity) and on
factors such as the capability of companies to trace pallets throughout the various sites of the network. All
these elements lead to very specific management approaches arıd to signif'icant deviations of the costs. We
found relevarıt differences also in the contractual agreements between tbe parties, especially as regards the
inboırnd and outbound franchises aıüd the terms for the collection of empty pallets. ln particular, the

contractual aspects can be a critical driver for the policy chosen by the firms with respect to the overall
management of the pallets, since they determine üe boundaries of the responsibility of each playeı. In fact,
our research showed that some of the identified costs are tightly dependent on the pallet management process
performed within each site and corsequently their value can be optimized only through a change in the
operations. Thus, for reducing the value of the considered costs, companies should re-engineer üe pallet
management operations within their Site, in ordeİ to make them more cost-effective (e.g. the number of
dedicated humaı resources d.eperıds, coeteris paribııs and keeping constaııt the pallet flows, on the design of
the physical activities and process; the number of damaged pallets depends on the caıe the operating
woıkforce uses for handling and storing them throughout the warehouse, along wiü the layout of the floor
spaces and the lineariff of the harıdling flows). on the contrary, other costs depend on the contractual
agreements as well as on the resources absorbed by the pallet tacking activity (both staff and IT systems).
Comparıies can reduce the value of these cost items by redesigning the contractual agreements aıd by re-
allocating the resources to the related activities and re-defining the inbound aıd outbound frarıchise values. In
any case, similar considerations apply exclusively to the investigated aıea of interest, i.e. the activities aıd
processes typical of the EUR-EPAL pallet exchange system. It would üerefore be of great interest to develop
a wider aıalysis of pallet management costs by comparing the exchaıge system with the pooling system
which, as known, is üe most widespread in the rest ofEurope.
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